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Introduction 

All of London is abuzz with the scandalous case of Frannie 

Langton, accused of the brutal double murder of her employers, 

renowned scientist George Benham and his eccentric French wife, 

Marguerite. Crowds pack the courtroom, eagerly following every 

twist, while the newspapers print lurid theories about the killings 

and the mysterious woman being tried at the Old Bailey. 

The testimonies against Frannie are damning. She is a seductress, a witch, a master 

manipulator, a whore. 

But Frannie claims she cannot recall what happened that fateful evening, even if remembering 

could save her life. She doesn’t know how she came to be covered in the victims’ blood. But she 

does have a tale to tell: a story of her childhood on a Jamaican plantation, her apprenticeship 

under a debauched scientist who stretched all bounds of ethics, and the events that brought her 

into the Benhams’ London home—and into a passionate and forbidden relationship. 

Though her testimony may seal her conviction, the truth will unmask the perpetrators of crimes 

far beyond murder and indict the whole of English society itself. 

The Confessions of Frannie Langton is a breathtaking debut: a murder mystery that travels 

across the Atlantic and through the darkest channels of history. A brilliant, searing depiction of 

race, class, and oppression that penetrates the skin and sears the soul, it is the story of a 

woman of her own making in a world that would see her unmade. 

Questions for Discussion 

1. Why is Frannie taught to read? What makes reading such a powerful skill that it was denied 

to slaves? Why does Phibbah, a slave like Frannie, plead with Miss-bella not to teach 

Frannie? How does the ability to read change her? 

 

2. Consider all the literary allusions throughout the book. What does each work bring to the 

novel? In what ways might Voltaire’s Candide or Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein be particularly 

relevant? Why do you think Moll Flanders is so important to Frannie? 

 



 
 

3. How does Frannie navigate and survive the brutal, oppressive ignorance of slavery? What 

are the particularly important decisions she is forced to make? How does she bear the 

extreme anger and grief that result from such oppression? 

 

4. What explains the base and sadistic drive and methods of John Langton? What ethical limits 

to scientific inquiry does he ignore?  

 

5. Despite mistreatment and manipulation, Frannie admits that “there was love as well as hate” 

for Miss-bella. What do you think explains this complex emotional response? 

 

6. When she arrives in London, ostensibly no longer a slave, Frannie admits that “freedom was 

[her] biggest fear.” Why might such desired liberty feel like such a threat to her? 

 

7. In what ways does Marguerite Benham flout the social and political laws of the time? What 

freedoms and forces allow her such disregard? What are the limits to her independence? 

What’s important about her belief in Locke’s tabula rasa? 

 

8. What is the nature of the complicated relationship between Frannie and Marguerite 

Benham? How do social mores influence their emotional experience? In what ways does 

their time “in a room of their own” explore or fulfill the empowered freedoms argued for by 

Virginia Woolf? In what ways is Marguerite’s treatment of Frannie, as Sal protectively 

argues, similar to how Benham treats the residents of the School-house?  

 

9. Consider the complex identity of Olaudah Cambridge. What various roles has he had to play 

in his life? Why was he put out of the Benham home? In what ways is Laddie Lightning an 

accurate expression of who he is or not? How is he successfully able to express his anger to 

white Londoners without endangering his life?  

 

10. Consider the painting of the woman in red that hangs in Marguerite’s room. What does it 

suggest? What might it mean for either Marguerite or Frannie to “become your own 

woman”? 

 

11. Frannie’s understandable and justified anger comes like “a drumbeat…steady as rain on 

glass” or at times “like a hot spurt of blood from a wound.” What’s valuable about her anger? 

How is it best expressed or directed? Why is it sometimes directed at herself? 

 

12. George Benham argues to Frannie that “novels are a mere frippery” given “the weight of 

suffering in the world.” What is the role of the novel? What does it offer that science does 

not? 

 

13. As Frannie so profoundly asks, “What would you want to be remembered for? If you had 

one last page and one last hour, what would you write?” 


